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Background: By memorandum dated June 6, 1988, (M880512B) the Office
of the Secretary identified several Commission requests,
to the staff, for information dealing with the HLW
repository program. In Item 2 of that memorandum, the
Commission requested that the EDO and the Office of the
General Counsel (OGC) prepare a joint paper carefully
examining relevant regulations and guidance (e.g., staff
Technical Positions, Regulatory Guides, rulemakings), to
determine whether the proper mix of regulatory tools is
in place for the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
to make a licensing determination for the HLW repository.
Furthermore, in Item 3, the Commission requested a staff
paper listing proposed rulemakings, Technical Positions,
and standards, etc., that the staff may suggest within
the next six months, to enhance the licensing of a HLW
repository. Previously, a May 26, 1988 memorandum from
Commissioner Rogers to Chairman Zech requested that an
overall licensing program strategy and a detailed (level 1
or level 2) schedule be prepared.

In response to the above requests, the staff has already
written one Commission paper (SECY-88-227, dated August 4,
1988) that covered tho rulDam*ifnn actIC-. that the ED" ,,c,
already approved and for which resources already have been
budgeted, as well as subjects for potential future
rulemaking. This present paper expands on the first paper
by describing: (1) the existing regulatory framework;
(2) the staff's ongoing efforts to identify uncertainties
in the existing regulatory framework; and (3) the current
strategy and schedules for refining the regulatory
framework, using a mix of rulemakings, Technical Positions,
and Regulatory Guides. Although this paper focuses on the
regulatory framework part of the program, a summary of the
overall program and schedules is given in Enclosure 1.
This summary explains all the major'activities in the
program and, most importantly, the interrelationships among
developing the regulatory framework, developing the staff's
independent review capability, and conducting prelicensing
reviews and consultations with DOE.

In response to an earlier Commission request, a Commission
paper was prepared (SECY-86-323, dated October 30, 1986) on
approaches to licensing a geologic repository (Enclosure 2).
Approaches were discussed for streamlining the hearing
process, identifying and resolving licensing issues early,
and improving the appeal process. Specific approaches such
as the licensing support system (LSS), pre-licensing
consultation, Technical Positions, and'rulemakings were
evaluated. -The October 1986 paper is a foundation upon
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which this current paper builds in refining the existing
regulatory framework. Many of the ongoing and new
activities described in this present paper implement some
of the approaches originally discussed in the October 1986
paper.

Some additional background is given below about the
statutory framework for the HLW repository program. The
Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA) establishes the
statutory milestones and responsibilities, among other
things, for the overall nuclear waste management program
for which the repository program is one part. The U. S.
Department of Energy's (DOE's) Mission Plan and Project
Decision Schedule (PDS) periodically update the schedules
for the milestones. The status of the actions that the
NWPA requires NRC to take is tracked in an enclosure to
the staff's Quarterly Progress Report on the Pre-licensing
Phase of the DOE Civilian High-Level Radioactive Waste
Management Program. The NWPA milestones and current
schedules for both DOE and NRC actions are defined, for
the staff's planning purposes, as level one milestones and
are given in Enclosure 3. These level one milestones make
up the basic statutory framework which NRC's program must
meet.

Under the statutory framework established by the NWPA,
the overall repository licensing process can be divided
into five distinct phases (Enclosure 4). The first phase
is the prelicense application phase. This phase precedes
DOE's License Application submission and NRC's decision
on docketing it. This phase consists of two parts, the
pre-Site Characterization Plan (SCP) part, which involves
informal reviews and consultations, and the post-SCP part,
which primarily involves NRC's review of DOE's SCP and
semi-annual progress reports. The first phase is referred
to as "informal," because NRC has no licensing authority
over DOE. The second phase, which begins after docketing
of the License Application, involves the formal licensing
activities related to the NRC decision on authorizing
construction of the repository. The third phase results
in the NRC decision on granting a license to receive waste.
The fourth phase leads to the NRC decision on amending the
license to allow permanent closure, and finally, the fifth
phase ends in the NRC decision on terminating the license.

The staff is currently concentrating on the first and second
phases of the licensing process. During the first phase, the
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards (NMSS), OGC,
and the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES) staffs
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will ensure that in the second phase the staffs will be able
to conduct an effective review and that the construction
authorization decision can be made within the NWPA-mandated
three-year time period. To achieve this during the first
phase, NMSS and RES in close consultation with OGC will:
(1) refine the existing regulatory framework to support
licensing; (2) ensure that DOE will submit a complete and
high quality License Application that the staffs will find
acceptable for conducting the licensing review and hearing
process within the statutory time period; and (3) develop
their technical capabilities to review DOE's License
Application. During the first phase, both DOE and NRC will
need to address many unique and complicated technical
uncertainties related to the predictions of repository
performance over 10,000 years, as required by the U. S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Standard. Reducing
these uncertainties will be an evolving and iterative
process. Finally, during the first phase, the OGC staff
will primarily focus on revising the procedural requirements
for repository licensing in order to expedite the Hearing on
the-issuance of the Construction Authorization, in the
second phase. ;

NRC's program during the first phase of the licensing
process is subdivided into three levels of activities. The
summary level of program activities is designated as level
two. Current schedules for these are shown in Enclosure 5
and discussed in Enclosure 1. This discussion and the
levels one and two scheduled activities demonstrate how
NRC's program supports the statutory framework. A further
level of schedule detail is designated as level three.
The key rulemaking activities shown in Enclosure 6 are an
example of the level three detail. A fourth level of
detail, now being developed, will include the specific
input and coordination activities with RES, OGC, the
Advisory Committee on Nuclear Waste (ACNW), the Commission,
DOE, and NRC contractors. Therefore, the specific
integration of NRC's HLW repository program will be
identified by these fourth-level activities and tracked
by the High-Level Waste Management Division's (HLWM's)
detailed operating plan.

Discussion: I. The Existing Regulatory Framework

The existing regulatory framework consists of the
following primary regulations:

o 10 CFR Part 60, "Disposal of High-Level Radioactive
Wastes in Geologic Repositories";
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° 10 CFR Part 2, "Rules of Practice for Domestic Licensing
Proceedings"; and

° 10 CFR Part 51, "Environmental Protection Regulation for
Domestic Licensing and Regulatory Functions."

Additional regulations are incorporated by reference into
the above primary regulations. With respect to 10 CFR
Part 60, in February 1981, the Commission finalized
"Licensing Procedures for HLW in Geologic Repositories,"
(46 FR 13980) and in June 1983, the Commission finalized
"Technical Criteria for HLW in Geologic Repositories"
(48 FR 28204).

In addition to the basic regulations, the existing
regulatory framework also Includes staff guidance to DOE
in the form of Technical Positions and one Regulatory
Guide on the format and content of DOE's SCP. Enclosure 7
lists the rulemakings, Technical Positions and Regulatory
Guide, issued to date, applicable to the Yucca Mountain
Site.

II. Stratoiny tn T A cmt 1ft I Ins-rt4n twlsa wfetitIin rLl,e Eci bing
Regulatory Framework

The staffs' Identification of uncertainties within the
existing regulatory framework has been and will be a
continuous process to refine the regulatory requirements
and improve the effectiveness of the licensing process for
use by NRC reviewers, adjudicatory boards, and DOE. For
example, a rulemaking completed in 1985 was conducted to
resolve regulatory uncertainties of a technical nature
about disposal in the unsaturated zone, after DOE began
considering a repository in the unsaturated zone at the
Yucca Mountain site in Nevada. Similarly, the passage of
NWPA created institutional uncertainties of a procedural
nature about site characterization and State/Tribal
participation. These uncertainties were resolved by a
1986 rulemaking. In addition, the Commission recently
issued a proposed rule amending 10 CFR Part 51, to
establish the Commission's NEPA review procedures for
repository licensing in accordance with the NWPA.

As a follow-up to the October 1986 Commission Paper on
approaches to licensing, the NMSS, OGC and RES staffs have
been identifying the most significant regulatory, technical,
and institutional uncertainties related to 10 CFR Part 60,
to determine what refinements to the regulatory framework
might be needed. Regulatory uncertainties exist where the
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meaning of a requirement or definition in 10 CFR Part 60
is subject to more than one interpretation (e.g., definition
of disturbed zone) or where what must be proven in general
terms to demonstrate compliance with a requirement (i.e.,
elements of proof) is not completely defined in the
requirement itself. Technical uncertainties are related
to how compliance with a requirement should be demonstrated
(i.e., an acceptable method or sufficient information).
Institutional uncertainties pertain to conflicting or
unclear roles, actions or schedules, between NRC and other
participating agencies, that could adversely affect
licensing (e.g., NRC's adoption of DOE's Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) and NRC's role in reviewing
compliance with mine safety regulations or other regulations
referenced in 10 CFR Part 60). These also include
procedural reforms relating to repository licensing.

The staff has identified and will continue to identify
uncertainties based on: (1) the experience with applying
the regulation to prelicensing technical reviews of the

;DOE program; (2) the results of NMSS and RES contractor
studios; and ('a foei in+lf4t:atin -f unccrtain'tl by,
DOE, the State of Nevada, and other parties. For example,
the staff's review of the consultation draft SCP resulted
in a concern with DOE's Interpretation of "substantially
complete containment" in 10 CFR Part 60. As a result, the
staff has commented to DOE and is considering a rulemaking
to clarify these terms. Another example relates to the
recent concern aboutthe lack of compatibility between the
methods used in on-site spent fuel storage at reactor
sites and DOE's transportation and disposal systems.. As a
followup to this concern, the staff will review, from a
systems engineering standpoint, the need for a rulemaking
which would standardize container requirements for reactor
storage, transportation, and disposal in a repository, so as
to minimize the handling and repackaging of waste.

The staff is also using two other approaches to identify
uncertainties and evaluate the regulatory framework. The
first is a coordinated effort, among the CNWRA, NMSS, and
OGC staffs, to systematically analyze the regulations
related to NRC's NWPA responsibilities, including those
related to the repository. This approach will be a more
systematic and complete analysis of the regulations to
identify regulatory, technical, and institutional
uncertainties. It will also recommend mechanisms to reduce
the uncertainties found. The first portion of this analysis
is focused on siting-related uncertainties and is currently
scheduled to be completed in late December 1988. The full-
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scale analysis Is scheduled to be completed by September
1989. The staff's consideration of the resulting
recommendations may result in a future adjustment to- the
current plans, described below, to improve the regulatory
framework. New or modified research needs and priorities
may also result.

A second approach to identifying regulatory and technical
uncertainties involves the staff developing capability to
use computer models and perform analyses related to
determining compliance with the performance objectives of
10 CFR Part 60, including the EPA standard (i.e.,
performance assessments). Recently, a coordinated effort
has been started between NMSS and RES to develop the staffs'
modeling capability (initially based on a transfer of
contractor-developed capability). The ultimate objective
of this effort is to ensure that the NRC staff will be able
to review the demonstration of repository compliance with
10 CFR Part 60 that DOE must provide iji its License
Application. However, in developing this capability, a
short-term benefit will also be gained, which will allow
the staff to perform independent, site-specific performance
a>>zabillelts througnout tne preiicense application phase as
DOE collects data. These assessments are expected to be an
important additional way to identify both regulatory and
technical uncertainties and to assess their significance.
Thus, they can identify areas where new or modified rules,
guidance, or research may be needed. They will also be used
to prepare or revise the staffs' review plans and focus
staff reviews of DOE's site characterization program on
significant areas of technical uncertainty and site
features of concern. Ultimately, these assessments will
be repeated in the licensing review process to determine
whether the site is acceptable.

The staff will assess the results of the ongoing efforts
described above and, as needed,-will revise the plans to
improve the regulatory framework. This will be done as
part of the Five-Year Plan and Budget planning process.
In addition, any significant changes to the plan that are
necessary during the year will be brought to the Commission's
attention in Item 7 (early resolution of issues through a
program of Licensing Topical Reports and other mechanisms)
of the Quarterly Progress Reports to the Commission on the
Pre-licensing Phase of the DOE's Civilian High-level
Radioactive Waste Management Program.
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III. Reducing Uncertainties and Refining the Regulatory
Framework

The plans for both ongoing work and new work to revise the
existing regulatory framework are described below. The
staff's objectives are to reduce regulatory uncertainties,
reduce institutional uncertainties involving NRC's licensing
role and procedures, and provide DOE with guidance in areas
of high technical uncertainty.

As previously mentioned, the staff has categorized
uncertainties as regulatory, technical, and institutional.
Therefore, the discussion below will address each of the
three categories of uncertainty by identifying the
mechanisms and the specific activities NMSS, OGC, and
RES staffs will use for reducing these uncertainties.

A. Reducing Regulatory Uncertainty

It is clear that reducing regulatory uncertainties
identified by NRC, DOE and others is NRC's responsibility.
The staff will use rulemakings, Technical Positions, and
at 'cast one RequiiLUTry Guide to reduce major regulatory
uncertainties. Rulemakings will be considered where
authoritative and binding clarification or elaboration is
needed on the meaning of requirements or definitions in
the 10 CFR Part 60. Rulemakings might also be used to
address what must be proven to demonstrate compliance with
a requirement (i.e.,-elements of proof) for selected
requirements. In either case, however, rulemakings would
be pursued only where practicable. For example, reducing
regulatory uncertainty may depend on site-specific
information to provide a firmer basis for determining what
additional requirements may be necessary to protect health
and safety. Therefore, attempting to reduce such an
uncertainty in the abstract might not be worth the
additional effort of rulemaking.

A major benefit to rulemaking is that uncertainties can be
formally resolved and then, according to 10 CFR Section 2.758,
the Commission's rules generally cannot be challenged in a
licensing proceeding. Therefore, rulemaking can provide
more assurance that uncertainties have been reduced and will
not be contested in the Hearing. However, rulemaking is, of
course, subject to litigation. This potential risk, along
with the resources commitment necessary to conduct a
rulemaking, will be considered before recommending topics to
the EDO for rulemaking.
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As previously noted in SECY-88-227, the staff has
tentatively identified nine new topics (listed in
Enclosure 8) where regulatory uncertainties could be
reduced by means of rulemaking. In FY89 the staff
will first develop preliminary positions for these
topics and then decide which of them to recommend to
the EDO for approval to initiate the formal two-year
rulemaking process. Those not so recommended may be
issued as Technical Positions. These rulemakings are
currently scheduled (see Enclosure 6) to be completed
by FY92, which is when DOE is currently planning to
begin developing its License Application. One of the
candidate rulemaking topics is a result of previous
Commission action. In the development of 10 CFR Part 60,
the staff identified the need for regulations dealing
with emergency planning criteria. Another rulemaking on
conforming Part 60 to the EPA standard issued in June 1986
is being held in abeyance, pending the completion of a
court-ordered EPA review of these standards. Finally, it
is important to note here that the potential rulemaking on
establishing criteria for containment of greater-than-Class-C
low-level waste is dependent on the proposed amendment to
in rFD Dsr+ t1 regard'i. dispubdi facilities to be used
for such waste.

In addition to rulemakings, the staff will prepare a
Regulatory Guide for the format and content of the License
Application. Regulatory Guides have consistently been the
mechanism used by other NRC programs to give format and
content guidance to applicants. Guidance will be given on
the specific content of the License Application. The staff
might also include the essential elements of proof (i.e.,
what must be proven to demonstrate compliance with the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 60). This Regulatory Guide
will also give guidance on the format and organizational
structure of the License Application and, therefore, will
be a framework for the staff's License Application Review
Plan.

B. Reducing Technical Uncertainties

The staff considers it to be DOE's responsibility to reduce
technical uncertainties (e.g., develop acceptable test and
analysis methods) through site characterization activities
and prelicensing consultations with NRC, the State of Nevada,
and other parties. However, the staff intends to prepare
Technical Positions in areas of high uncertainty where
standard testing or analysis methods are either not
available or existing methods are controversial. The staff
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considers It more appropriate for NRC as a regulatory agency
to develop Technical'Positions which give criteria for
acceptable methods than to prescribe specific acceptable
methods developed by the staff. Criteria would also provide
a basis for the staff's review of DOE's methods. Technical
Positions will be developed through a process of involving
all interested parties, including targeted technical groups,
so that their questions and concerns can be addressed in an
open and documented manner.

Technical Positions will allow testing and analysis methods
to evolve that are appropriate for the Yucca Mountain Site.
Presently, the staff considers that reducing technical
uncertainties by rulemaking is not appropriate since
reduction may depend on collection of site-specific data or
development of site-specific methods requiring further
understanding of the site. In addition, for some cases,
rulemaking may be unreasonable for methods where technology
is still evolving. Therefore, as mentioned above, iL is
DOE's responsibility to reduce technical uncertainties.
The staff, however, will continue to consider the
appropriateness and timeliness of using rulemakings for
rasnIvino tecon:l u a-taica" LkaL require autnoritative
and binding clarification or elaboration.

The staff also considers that the prelicense application
review and consultation process will complement Technical
Positions in giving DOE guidance on reducing technical
uncertainties before-DOE submits the License Application.
In its review of DOE's Topical Reports and Issue Resolution
Reports, the staff will identify objections, that if not
resolved by DOE, would result in the staff not accepting the
License Application. Objections will be identified for
areas where DOE's reduction of technical uncertainties is
unacceptable to the staff. Any unresolved objections would
also be factored into NRC's Preliminary Site
Characterization Sufficiency Comments (required by
Section 114(a)(3) of NWPA) that will be submitted as
part of the President's Site Recommendation to Congress.

There are several benefits from DOE's resolving NRC
objections. One benefit is to have a complete and high-
quality License Application which will reduce the number
of technical uncertainties and focus the remaining
uncertainties that would be adjudicated in the Hearing.
The extent to which objections to DOE's reduction of
technical uncertainties do not become licensing issues
in the Hearing will be an important factor in meeting
the three-year licensing requirement. Even if resolved
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objections are raised in the Hearing, the Hearing
Licensing Board will be able to deal with them more
directly and quickly because of the documentation that
will exist. The staff's open item tracking system will
provide access to this documentation by identifying all
the documents related to the identification and resolution
of objections (and other concerns) with DOE's reduction of
technical uncertainties. Documents would include DOE's
resolution, and NRC's comments and acceptance, along with
comments from other parties. Resolving objections will
also streamline the staff's review of the License
Application regarding sufficiency of information and
acceptable methods since, ideally, these will have already
been reviewed and DOE's resolution of NRC objections
accepted by the staff. This would allow the staff to
concentrate its review on DOE's compliance demonstrations
and the results compared to the regulatory requirements.

At this time, the staff has identitied 22 topics for which
work is ongoing or will begin on developing Technical
Positions (see Enclosure 8). Work will begin in FY89 on
topics that are considered to be most important to DOE's
:urfaca baiiu tebting and exploratory shaft construction
testing. Work will begin later, in FY89 and FY90, on other
topics important to longer-term DOE work, such as repository
design and in-situ testing that will start in FY91 after the
two exploratory shafts are connected. As site
characterization proceeds, additional topics will probably
be identified.

C. Reducing Institutional Uncertainties

The staff will reduce institutional uncertainties using a
variety of mechanisms, depending on the nature of the
uncertainty. Possibilities include rulemakings, memoranda
of understandings, and comments and consultations on DOE's
PDS.

Four rulemakings to resolve institutional uncertainties in
10 CFR Parts 2, 51, and 60 are listed in Enclosure 8 and
their schedules shown in Enclosure 5. Two of these
rulemakings are going on now and will resolve uncertainties
of a procedural nature. The first rulemaking, for which a

- proposed rule has been recently issued, deals with amending
lD CFR Part 51 to implement the NWPA provisions that
require NRC to adopt DOE's Environmental Impact Statement
-(EIS) to the extent practicable. This rulemaking will
complete all rulemakings required for conformance to NWPA
and the Nuclear Waste Policy Amendments Act (NWPAA).
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The second ongoing rulemaking is the negotiated rulemaking
on the LSS. The draft proposed rule was recently forwarded
to the Commission (SECY 88-249). In general this draft
proposed rule revises 10 CFR Part 2 to establish the basic
procedures and schedules for the HLW licensing proceeding,
including procedures for the use of the LSS in the HLW
proceeding. Specifically, the draft proposed rule
establishes requirements for: submission and entry of
material to the LSS; access to the LSS; a Pre-License
Application Licensing Board to resolve disputes during the
period before DOE submits the License Application for the
repository; LSS administration; the electronic transmission
of formal papers during the licensing hearing; discovery;
intervention and participation in the Hearing; appeals; and
the Commission's immediate effectiveness review of the
initial Licensing Board decision on the repository. OGC
believes that the LSS rulemaking will establish the
fundamental procedural framework necessary for the effective
conduct of the licensing proceeding. As such it addresses
the critical issues related to streamlining the hearing
and appeal process identified in SECY 86-232 (Enclosure 2).

A ptcn.tlal futu;e *uliudking ul d prucedural nature aeals
with revising the existing content requirements in 10 CFR
Part 60 for the License Application and establishing
criteria for acceptance of the License Application. The
purpose of such a rulemaking would be to have DOE either
(1) resolve, before submittal of the License Application,
NRC's objections raised during the prelicense application
reviews concerning sufficiency of information and acceptable
compliance demonstration methods, or (2) explain in the
License Application why resolution was not achieved, and the
significance to licensing.

Finally, the staff's upcoming review of the PDS and the
systematic analysis of the regulations are two activities
that may yield additional institutional uncertainties.

III. Effects on the Five-Year Plan and Budget

The activities described above for improving the regulatory
framework affect the NMSS FY89-93 Five-Year Plan and FY91
Budget only in the areas of rulemakings and Technical
Positions. Other activities and associated resources are
not affected. The plans described above show an increase
in potential rulemakings (from two to nine) and a decrease
in Technical Positions (down from 29 to 22). The NMSS
resources needed for the additional, rulemaking have become
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available from both the decrease in the number of Technical
Positions and a delay in starting some Technical Positions
from FY89 to FY90. Therefore, NMSS does not need additional
resources at this time.

The RES resources needed for the additional rulemakings
identified in this paper will be made available by
delaying completion of regulatory efforts such as
achieving comparability with EPA regulations to implement
the Uranium Mill Tailings Recovery and Conservation Act
(UMTRCA) and the development of lower priority Regulatory
Guides. Therefore, RES does not need additional resources
in FY89. Furthermore, NMSS and RES have not identified
the need to initiate additional research other than what
is ongoing and currently projected in the Five-Year Plan
to develop rulemakings. Finally, no additional resources
are needed in FY89 for OGC.

It should be emphasized that the resource estimates are
best estimates at this time and may change as the staff
gains experience in preparing rulemakings and Technical
Positions and as new candidates for both are identified.
Such canige ;t rebuurce estimates will be factored into
the annual update of the Five-Year Plan and Budget.

Conclusions: Based on the discussion above, the staff has the following
major conclusions:

1. A regulatory framework for licensing a repository is
currently in place.

2. As a result of its ongoing program to identify
uncertainties and refine the existing regulatory
framework, the staff has the following coordinated
set of activities scheduled:

a) Nine potential new rulemakings and one Regulatory
Guide are currently planned to reduce regulatory
uncertainties. The topics being considered for
rulemakinq Will be evaluated to determine if
rulemaking is needed and practicable. If not,
Technical Positions will be prepared.

b) Four ongoing and potential rulemakings are planned
to resolve institutional uncertainties involving
NRC'-s licensing role as well as procedures and
schedules for the licensing proceeding.
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c) Twenty-two Technical Positions are planned which
will give guidance for DOE's reduction of major
technical uncertainties.

4. The prelicense application review and consultation
process will complement Technical Positions in guiding
DOE's reduction of technical uncertainties before
submittal of the License Application. This process
could also help streamline the detailed review of the
License Application by the staff.

5. No additional resources are needed in FY89 for the
potential new rulemakings.

6. Finally, it should be emphasized that the resource
estimates are best estimates at this time and may
change as the staff gains experience in preparing
rulemakings and Technical Positions and as new
candidates for both are identified. Changes in the
program will be reflected in the Quarterly Progress
Reports to the Commission and factored into the
annual update of the Five-Year Plan and Budapt.

illiam C. Parler
General Counsel

ecutive Dire r for Operations
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SUMMARY OF HIGH-LEVEL WASTE REPOSITORY LICENSING PROGRAM ACTIVITIES

1. INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC's) high-level waste repository
licensing program is both proactive and reactive. Proactive activities include
such events as NRC initiating the actions of preparing Technical Positions or
rulemaking which are timely enough to support the U.S. Department of Energy's
(DOE's) key programmatic milestones, but do not depend on a DOE action such as
issuance of the Site Characterization Plan (SCP). In contrast, reactive
activities involve an NRC action in response to a DOE action. These include
reviewing DOE programmatic reports (e.g., SCP, Mission Plan, and Project
Decision Schedule (PDS)) and auditing the DOE program. Both proactive and
reactive work forms the basic program; however, in the event of delay in
reactive-work (e.g., delay in issuance of the SCP) resources will be balanced
by adjusting the priorities and schedules of proactive activities.

2. PROACTIVE ACTIVITIES

the proactive part of the program involves an ongoing effort of: (1)
identifying uncertainties in the regulatory framework; (2) developing
regulatory requirements and guidance to resolve uncertainties; (3) developing
the staff's independent site characterization and license application review
capability; and (4) evaluating progress toward meeting the Nuclear Waste Policy
Act (NWPA) and Nuclear Waste Policy Amendments Act (NWPAA) requirements. The
ongoing effort of identifying uncertainties in the regulatory framework will be
complemented by two new activities. The first effort is an ongoing systematic
review of all the relevant regulations in order to identify the regulatory,
technical, and institutional uncertainties that need to be addressed during the
pre-licensing period, so that licensing can be conducted within the three-year
time period mandated by the NWPA. Regulatory uncertainties exist where the
meaning of certain existing regulatory requirements are subject to more than
one interpretation or where what must be proven In general terms to demonstrate
compliance with a requirement (i.e., element of proof) is not completely
defined in the requirement itself. Technical uncertainties are related to how
compliance with a requirement should be demonstrated. Institutional
uncertainties pertain to conflicting or unclear roles, actions, or schedules
between NRC and other participating agencies (e.g., NRC's adoption of DOE's
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)). These also include procedural reforms
relating to repository licensing. The second new effort involves the Office of
Nuclear Materials Safety and Safeguards (NMSS) and the Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research (RES) developing and using performance assessment models
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with Yucca Mountain site data. While the direct purpose of this effort is to
develop the staff's technical assessment capability, it will have the additional
benefit of identifying areas of regulatory and technical uncertainty.

2.1 Programmatic and Regulatory Requirements and Technical Guidance

Rulemakings will focus on resolving regulatory and some institutional
uncertainties related to significant ambiguities in the meaning of a requirement
or definition in 10 CFR Part 60 and those regulations incorporated by reference
in 10 CFR Part 60. Rulemakings, in some cases, may also include defining the
elements of proof for certain requirements where these are unclear and where
resolution by rulemaking is important enough to make the investment of time and
resources worthwhile. The License Application Format and Content Regulatory
Guide will provide a format and organizational structure, for the information to
be included in the License Application, that will facilitate the staff's review.
Therefore, the outline of the Guide will provide a framework for the License
Application Review Plan. This Guide might also contain the essential elements
of proof (i.e., what DOE must prove to demonstrate compliance with the
regulation). Technical Positions will focus primarily on technical uncertainties
related to acceptable methods for how compliance should be demonstrated for
selected areas that are both controversial and critical to repository
performance. These Technical Positions will consist of the criteria that will
be yuiddrice to DGE and tnat tne statf will use to review the methods DOE
develops to resolve the technical uncertainties. Both the Technical Position
mechanism and the use of criteria (rather than prescribe specific methods) allow
DOE flexibility in its application of state-of-the-art technology to demonstrate
compliance. Technical Positions will become major components of the License
Application Review Plan. To the extent practicable, the staff will resolve
significant regulatory uncertainties with final rulemakings and Technical
Positions before 1992, which is generally when DOE will begin preparing its
License Application. Draft Technical Positions and proposed rulemakings,
however, will provide DOE and other parties an early opportunity to understand
and comment on the staff's evolving position. Finally, the process of
developing the above mentioned rulemakings and guidance involves all interested
parties, including targeted technical groups, so that their questions and
concerns can be addressed in an open and documented manner before licensing.

2.2 Technical Assessment Capability

In addition to developing guidance for DOE, the proactive activities result i1n
developing the staff's independent review capability in the form of review
plans, assessment methods (including models and codes), and the.capability to
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apply these tools to review DOE's program. The SCP Review Plan, the Study Plan
Review Plan, and the Quality Assurance (QA) Review Plan guide the staff's
review of both the technical and QA plans for DOE's overall prelicensing and
site characterization program. The License Application Review Plan will guide
the staff's review of the data collection activities, data, and assessments
resulting from the DOE site characterization program; preliminary site
characterization sufficiency; and ultimately the License Application itself.
This plan will integrate and focus all the staff's proactive work by referencing
staff Technical Positions and assessment methods and combining these with the
review criteria and procedures the staff will use to conduct its independent
review of DOE's License Application. The Performance Assessment Review Strategy
will be prepared as an initial phase in developing the License Application
Review Plan. This strategy will determine how thorough and independent the
staff's reviews of DOE's compliance demonstration modeling should be. Such
guidance will be a basis for further developing the License Application Review
Plan and will also be a Justification for which areas and what types of
assessment capabilities should be developed by the staff. Those methods
developed will be referenced in the License Application Review Plan. NMSS and
RES have recently completed a memorandum of understanding to assure a
coordinated effort in developing and implementing a staff modeling capability
consistent with the Performance Assessment Review Strategy.

The tinal proactive activity is the quarterly evaluation of progress on NRC
statutory actions required by NWPA and NWPAA and DOE actions that the staff
considers critical for a successful prelicensing program. This evaluation is
documented in the Quarterly Progress Reports to the Commission on the
Pre-Licensing Phase of the DOE's Civilian High-Level Radioactive Waste
Management Program and sent to DOE. This evaluation complements the numerous
more specific reviews and consultations by taking a broad view of progress and
identifying fundamental concerns, based on a synthesis of specific concerns.

3. REACTIVE ACTIVITIES

The reactive part of the program consists primarily of the QA activities and
prelicensing and site characterization technical reviews and consultations
following the review plans that the NRC staff prepares for the proactive part
of the program. This work depends on a specific DOE action such as the
issuance of the SCP or the scheduling of a DOE audit. These reactive
activities are for a selected sample of DOE's program, including followup on
previously identified concerns with DOE's program and how DOE is resolving
them. These activities will focus on areas of significant technical
uncertainty. They will give DOE programmatic guidance for the specific parts
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of the program reviewed, and will be used to resolve problems with the
effectiveness of DOE's implementation of the overall issue resolution process
given in the SCP.

3.1 QA Program Activities

The QA activities consist of reviewing DOE's and DOE's contractor QA plans and
evaluating their implementation. Both NRC audits and NRC observations of DOE
audits, using both QA and technical staff, will check implementation. The
objective of these reviews and audits is to identify and resolve staff concerns
so that NRC can accept DOE's program before significant data collection
activities are performed during site characterization. The QA activities
complement the selective nature of technical reviews described below by
independently assuring that DOE is effectively implementing a qualified QA
program to assure the quality of its work from the start of its program and to
assure that DOE is also verifying that its program is being implemented properly.

3.2 Prelicensing and Site Characterization Reviews

NRC's prelicensing and site characterization reviews follow DOE's sequence and
schedule of activities. Therefore, in the early stages of the program, the
emphasis is on -reviewing plans such as the SCP (required by NWPA and NRC
regulation) ana the more detailed study plans and procedures which implement
the SCP. The SCP review will focus on the top-level strategies, assumptions,
and content of DOE's program, as described in DOE's issue resolution strategies
and each of the program and investigation plans. NRC will review all study
plans to determine if DOE's study plan process is effective and if there are
any objections to starting work (i.e., potential adverse effects on either
waste isolation or other site characterization activities). However, detailed
reviews will be conducted for only a sample (about 20 percent) of the
approximately 100 study plans. This sample is less than half of the study
plans where key concerns already have been identified, for studies related to
potential adverse conditions at the site, areas of significant uncertainty, and
for certain nonstandard or controversial test methods. These detailed reviews
will also be used to determine the proper implementation of the SCP at the
detailed level.

As site characterization proceeds the SCP will be updated semiannually by DOE
and reviewed semiannually by NRC, until DOE submits its License Application.
NRC's review of these SCP semiannual progress reports will focus on: (1)
evaluating DOE's resolution of previously identified NRC concerns (open items)
and (2) identifying new concerns with new Information about the site and
designs, new plans, or changes to the original plans and schedules.
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Also during site characterization, NRC will conduct on-site reviews of selected
DOE testing activities and the data that are collected by them. These
activities are another way to check the proper implementation of the SCP by
DOE. In addition, NRC will review selected DOE study reports and position
papers which document the detailed results of DOE's work. NRC will review
DOE's topical reports and issue resolution reports which summarize, integrate,
and evaluate the site characterization work for individual licensing topics and
DOE issues related to demonstrating compliance with NRC's regulation. As such,
these reports will become inputs to the License Application, and therefore, the
staff's review of these will identify concerns that DOE needs to resolve before
submittal of the License Application. Similar concerns might also result from
the staff's review of site characterization sufficiency, as required by NWPA,
before DOE's site recommendation to the President and Congress.

All concerns identified in the staff reviews and DOE's progress toward
resolving them and their root causes will be tracked by the staff as open
items. The tracking system, presently being implemented, will focus the
staff prelicensing review activities on identifying and resolving concerns
with how DOE is resolving technical uncertainties. The tracking system will
also provide a document trail, to use in licensing, of all the NRC and DOE
actions related to resolving specific concerns.

LaiLlZ,, uii-biLe representation at the Yucca Mountain site will continue to
facilitate direct information exchange with DOE as well as the State of Nevada,
and will provide both QA and technical oversight of data, documents, and site
characterization activities.
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The approaches considered by the staff are discussed
under three categories: 1) streamlining the hearing
process; 2) early Identification and resolution of licensing
issues; and 3) the appeal process.

The first category, "streamlining the hearing process,"
evaluates several alternatives for making the licensing
hearing more efficient. One alternative includes the
implementation of an information management system
(Licensing Support System) to facilitate the management of
documents that will be generated in support of the
licensing application. A second alternative discusses the
development of an approach for adopting the Environmental
Impact Statement prepared by DOE pursuant to §114(f) of
the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA). A third
approach considers potential efficiencies to the hearing
process through the adoption of the proposed amendments
to 10 CFP. Part 2 "Rules of Practice for Domestic Licensing
Proceedings--Procedural Changes in the Hearing Process,"
or through the adoption of the Federal Rules of Evidence
as guidance In Commission licensing proceedings.

The category "early identification and resolution of issues"
etxwnieste a niumber uf meciuaintir ;or idtexziii±yizg tui
closing issues, to the extent practicable, prior to the
receipt of the license application. These include the
effective use' of the pre-license application consultation
period, staff guidance, and rulemaking. Other mechanisms
considered include the use of partial initial decisions, a
multiple licensing board approach, the use of stipulations,
and the early identification of potential safety problems.
This section also includes a discussion of early approval of
the surface facilities for the repository through a Limited
Work Authorization (LWA).

The final category, "the appeal process," addresses the
issues of how much appellate review is required and who
will do it. Specific issues examined in this section are the
potential role of the appeal board, interlocutory review of
licensing board decisions, and application of the immediate
effectiveness rule.

Discussion: Under Section 114(d)(2) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of
1982 (NWPA), the Commission is required to issue a final
decision approving or disapproving the issuance of a
construction authorization no later than 3 years after the
application is submitted, although the Commission could
extend this deadline for twelve months for good cause.
The TRC staff believes the 3 year period for reaching, a
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licensing decision on repository construction is tight.
Meeting this schedule depends on early and open
consultation between NRC and DOE on the information that
will be needed for licensing and on DOE plans and
activities, and on the submission by DOE of a high quality
and complete license application. Given these assumptions,
the staff has evaluated various alternatives that would
streamline the HlLls licensing process, without sacrificing
fairness and quality. Effective implementation of these
alternatives Is also going to be dependent on the
cooperation of DOE, and on the participation of the States,
Tribal governments, and other interested persons.

In developing this paper, recommendations were considered
from DOE, the public, the electric utility industry, the
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel ("Licensing
Panel"), and the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Panel
("Appeal Panel"). For example, recommendations for
licensing reform, including several proposed by the
electric utility industry, were presented in a March 1986
report by the Subcommittee on Energy Research and
Production of the U.S. House of Representatives Committee
on Science and Technology entitled "Nuclear Waste .Policy
Art nf 1QR9. PnogrPS ard Proid Othe" rTw^^!^ati "

suggestions were proposed by the National Association of
Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC) in an April 15,
1986 appearance before the Commission, and in a follow-up
letter to Chairman Palladino (Enclosure 3). An evaluation
of these and other alternatives is provided in this paper.
While a few of these alternatives are new, some are already
in the process of implementation.

The alternatives examined are confined to those that are
consistent with the basic licensing approach established in
10 CFR Part 60. For example, the staff did not consider
alternative dispute resolution techniques such as
arbitration, or the use of hybrid or informal adjudicatory
hearings, or the elimination of the existing "two-step"
licensing process for the repository (construction
authorization, and license to emplace waste). These
alternatives were not considered because of the
Commission's long-standing policy on formal hearings and a
"two-step" licensing approach for the repository. The
Congress was cognizant of this policy in its deliberations
on the NWPA, and the expectation of the States and Tribes
is that this approach will not change.
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In the last several years the Commission has initiated
numerous reforms of the hearing process, including the
proposed amendments discussed below in Section T.C.. In
order to put the existing hearing process, and the HLW
proceeding, into some perspective for the Commission, the
staff has enclosed a tineline of the hearing process as it
exists today (Enclosure 4). However, this timeline
represents the minimum time required for hearing, and
most hearings run substantially longer. A proceeding of
the size and complexity as the HIV proceeding would have
a particularly high potential for a lengthy hearing if no
steps were taken to streamline the licensing process. For
example, as noted by the Licensing Panel, the ILlV
proceeding involves a facility whose cost will be
substantially greater than the average reactor facility, will
involve a multi-million document data base (approximately
thirty to forty times more documents than the average
reactor operating license proceeding), and will involve
substantially more and better funded parties than the
average reactor operating license proceeding.

In terms of the types of reforms that might prove most
effective, the staff believes that the greatest potential for
ddcressing the length of tho hco-.tg process :'0 I',
reforms related to the procedural aspects of the hearing
process. Although proposals for reducing or better
defining the issues to be litigated in the proceeding will
have an impact on the length of the proceeding, no matter
how few or contentious the issues in a particular
proceeding, the existing procedural aspects of the hearing
assure that a certain length of time will be involved. One
such reform, the development of a licensing information
management system and its use for discovery in the 11LW
proceeding, is discussed below.

T. Streamlining The Hearing Process

A. Licensing Support System (LSS)

One of the most significant contributors to the length of
licensing review has been the time associated with sending,
receiving, and handling information and data. This is
true for docketed correspondence between receivers and
applicants, for discovery by the production of documents
and by -. Z.L .ogatories, and service of documents during
adjudicasion, Current technology for electronic storage,
re. rievi'. .nd mail could substantially reduce the time
ne 1 .f Formation processing.
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If the Commission is to reach its construction authorization
decision within the allotted time, it will be necessary to
facilitate the discovery process, as well as to reduce the
delays normally associated with the physical service of
documents. Hence, the information and data supporting a
DOE application should be made available to all interested
persons, to the extent practicable, before the application
is submitted and formal NRC review begins. This would
entail DOE development of a licensing information system
providing ready access to all pertinent documents. The
system would not involve the generation of new data, but
rather, would capture in electronic form all the data that
would normally be generated relevant to the licensing
decision. As such, it would serve as a means for efficient
management of the information to be used in the licensing
decision. To meet this intended purpose, all parties to
the licensing proceeding would provide access to relevant
data within their control by making the data available in a
standard electronic format for easy incorporation into a
centralized computer data base in the licensing information
system. The standardized electronic format will ensure
compatibility of information and data submitted by parties
to the licensing hearing. It would also eliminate the need
to re-key information anti dA1t into = NEC-1 -- cessble
system. The compatible information and data would then
be accessible to all interested parties (States, Tribes, and
others).

The staff proposes to implement this process through a
rulemaking which would require all parties to the HLW
licensing proceeding to place all of their relevant
documents in the data base and to use the licensing
information data base for discovery purposes. Because all
relevant licensing information would already be available
through access to the 11SS, this type of process would
eliminate the traditional filing of first round discovery
requests and thus would eliminate accompanying search
times by the party from whom the records were requested.
It would also eliminate the mailing time associated with the
request and the response, and would substantially reduce
requests for extensions of time in the proceeding because
documents were not provided or because adequate search
time was not available. Furthermore, It would ensure, to
the extent practicable, the availability of data at the
earliest possible time, thereby facilitating the early
resolution of licensing issues. In SECY-86-133, the EDO
informed the Commission that the Staff intended to use the
process of negotiated rulemaking to develop the proposed
rule that would provide for the use of the LSS in the HLIV
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proceeding. In SECY-86-308, the staff has recently
transmitted a proposal to initiate this negotiated rulemaking
for the Commission's review and approval.

The staff believes that implementation of the LSS has the
greatest single potential for substantially reducing the
hearing time for the HLW proceeding. A preliminary
analysis of recent reactor operating license hearings show
that 30% to 50% of a typical four year hearing is occupied
by the discovery process and the time expended on the
physical submission of documents. The staff anticipates
that the use of the LSS In the HLW proceeding should
substantially reduce the amount of time traditionally spent
on these aspects of the hearing.

B. INEPA

Tn SECY-86-51, the staff set forth three rulemaking
options for developing NEPA -review procedures to be used
in connection with the issuance of a construction
authorization and license for a HLW geologic repository.
The rulemaking options would establish procedures and
criteria to govern the Commission's review and adoption of
%*&a "Lcpr.-Aon HeP Emrey's _.pct ctatcmcnt--__.- , bW U.Ab I.D^^ hdAL ^z *rV~ so l W sVA ^ l_^ .r% ...M .Al II .b h lb.-.S%.dA

(EIS) "to the extent practicable" as required by f 114(f)
of the KPVPA. These rulemaking alternatives attempted to
balance the clear mandate of Congress to avoid duplication
of work (and expenditure of public resources) with the
Independent responsibilities of the Commission to assure
compliance of the repository with the Commission's public
health and safety standards.

Under the approach recommended by the staff (Option 2 in
SECY-86-51), the NRC would conduct a review of the DOE
ETS and identify specific environmental issues addressed in
the DOE ETS which would be adopted and would not be
subject to challenge or change during NRC review.
Traditional NRC practice would be followed as to
environmental issues that the Commission did not adopt;
i.e., independent analysis of those issues by the
Commission and litigation of those issues in the
Commission's licensing proceeding. This approach would
be implemented by conducting a rulemaking indicating the
procedures the Commission intended to follow in adopting
the DOE ETS and spelling 3Uz exactly how the adoption
determination would be mat -_:hen the ETS was issued.
The staff recommended ) ,., 2 as the most balanced
approach to the Comniss.. '7hA responsibilities under
§114(f) of the FNVPA. fission approval of this
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rulemaking approach should reduce the time and staff
resources normally devoted to litigation on ETS issues in
the licensing proceeding. Adoption of Option 1 in
SECY-86-51 could substantially increase the Commission's
litigation risk in regard to the implementation of U114 of
the NWIPA. Adoption of Option 3 could seriously jeopardize
the Commission's ability to meet the three year statutory
timetable.

C. Regulatory Reform

Tn order to improve the licensing process, the Commission
recently issued a proposed rule that would amend certain
provisions of its rules of practice, 51 Federal Register
24365, July 3, 1986. The proposed revisions address the
admission of contentions, discovery against the NRC staff,
the use of cross-examination plans, the timing of motions
for summary disposition, and limitations on intervenor's
filings of proposed findings of fact, conclusions of law,
and appellate briefs. Although these proposed revisions
were directed primarily toward the licensing of nuclear
power plants, they would also be applicable to other
licensing proceedings conducted under 10 CFR Part 2,
Subpari 45, inciuaing tne HLVLS proceeding. The staff
believes that these proposals would achieve efficiencies in
the HLW licensing proceeding similar to those anticipated
for reactor licensing.

For example, the Licensing Panel has suggested, in the
context of raising the threshold for the admission of
contentions, that the Commission should require detailed
fact pleadings, or adopt some variant of Federal Rule of
Civil Procedure 12(b)(6). This approach would revise the
Rules of Practice to require more factual specificity in all
pleadings, Including contentions. However, the proposed
regulatory reform amendments, cited above, already
include a proposal for raising the threshold for
contentions. Proposed 10 CFP. 12.714 would require the
proponent of the contention to supply information showing
the existence of a genuine dispute with the applicant or
the VRC staff on an issue of fact. The showing must
Include references to the specific portions of the
application which are disputed. The contention must be
supported by a concise statement of the alleged facts or
expert opinion, together with specific sources and
documents of which the petitioner is aware, which will be
relied on to establish the facts !j e.-.pert opinion. The
purpose of the increased thresh.! is to sharpen the
issues in dispute throughout the t.-h-4vrng and hearing



phases and to ensure that the resources of all parties are
focused on real rather than imaginary issues. The staff
believes that this proposal is particularly appropriate for
the HLW proceeding, which requires the resolution of many
complex issues within a specific period of time.

In addition, the Administrative Conference of the United
States (ACUS) has recently recommended that agencies
should adopt evidentiary regulations applicable to
adjudications that clearly confer on presiding officers
discretion to exclude unreliable evidence and to use the
weighted balancing test in Rule 403 of the Federal Rules of
Evidence (FRE), which allows exclusion of evidence the
probative value of which Is substantially outweighed by
other factors, including its potential for undue
consumption of time. ACUS Recommendation No. 86-2, 51
Fed. Reg. 25641, 25643, July 16, 1986. Although it is the
fWCls well-established practice to use the FRE as
guidance, the practice is followed less by some boards
than others. The Licensing Panel believes there would be
an advantage to codifying the practice of using the FRE as
guidance, particularly Rule 403. In the view of the
Licensing Panel, codifying the FRE as advance guidance
for lp; wtgent .tra-uld pr_,_';^d prce IC._s j4 "-t u"a r s-e 111.STR'

proceeding.

However, as noted by the Appeal Panel, the Commission's
Rules of Practice already authorize and direct the boards
to exclude unreliable, unduly repetitious, cumulative, and
"time-vwasting" evidence. Promulgating a regulation to
"codify" this practice is unnecessary, and may actually
cause a board to exclude more evidence at the outset of
the hearing than it would otherwise, thereby providing
more issues for appellate or judicial review. It may be
more efficient in the long run to admit more evidence
initially and give It appropriate weight later as part of the
decision-making process. Finally, the Commission, in its
order establishing the HLW proceeding, can make explicit
reference to the use of existing case-management
techniques, such as those on the exclusion of evidence, to
ensure their application.

IT. Early Identification And Closure of Issues

Mn7M High-Level Waste Program Five Year Plan FY86-FY90
(Enclosure 5) calls for the development and implementation
of a systematic process for identifying, examining, and
closing issues to the extent practicable prior to the receipt
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of the repository license application. The process includes
mechanisms for the identification, prioritization, and
resolution of issues; focusing technical meetings and
technical positions on issue resolution; assuring active and
effective participation by affected States and Tribes;
identifying issues that are ripe for early closure; better
definition of issues through the issuance of Staff Technical
Positions (STP); and formal closure through rulemaking or
possible early litigation of selected issues. This process is
designed to reduce the number of, and to better define,
the issues that will be litigated during the licensing
hearing.

A. Pre-Licensingr Consultation

The principal means for the early identification and
resolution of issues is through pre-licensing consultation
with DOE, States and Tribes. During this period, generic
and site specific issues are identified through our ongoing
consultation with DOE, States, and Tribes, and staff
reviews of DOE data or documents (e.g., Environmental
Assessments, Site Characterization Plans) or other
documents bearing on the repository program. This
nvnanovng consti!t tic'n end revle!- w ab hel> ^te enS"urz

the early identification of potential licensing issues so that
they are addressed by DOE's site characterization
program. As part of the above process, an open Item
tracking system is currently being developed to track and
document the status of the resolution of issues.

This process provides a mechanism for focusing NRC/DOE
Interactions and NRC action on the Identification of critical
issues; the extent of uncertainty associated with a
particular issue; potential information needs; alternative
approaches to addressing an issue; and to the extent
practicable, on formal closure of issues. - NRC/DOE
meetings, which solicit the active participation of States
and Tribes, are scheduled on these issues. Minutes are
drawn up at the close of these meetings to document the
progress towards resolution of the issues, the extent of
agreements or disagreements, as well as any further
actions needed to resolve the Issues. The staff intends to
implement closure of these issues through the development
of formal Staff Technical Positions and through rulernaking.
It may also be. possible to' use the consensus developed
through the pre-licensing process as a basis for late--
stipulations by the parties (see Section TI F).

B. Staff Guidance
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Staff Technical Positions (STP's) provide a means 'to 1)
establish 17RC's technical positions and provide guidance to
DOE on strategies and methodologies acceptable for
demonstrating compliance with NRC regulations, and 2)
move toward resolution of particular issues. The process
of developing an STP assures that the topic is open to
public review in order to obtain input and strive for
consensus from the technical community, interested
parties, and other targeted groups. Draft STPs are
noticed in the Federal Register and also forwarded to
interested parties and targeted groups for comment.
Comments received on a draft STP are considered in the
development of a final position. The final STP vill
formally document any consensus between DOE, NRC,
States and Tribes relative to the issue(s) under
consideration. The staff has developed a number of draft
and final STPs on such issues as the items and activites
that are subject to the quality assurance requirements in
10 CFR Part 60, the interpretation of the disturbed zone
concept in 10 CFPR Part 60, the waste package reliability
analysis, design information needs in the site
characterization plan, and the licensing assessment
methodology for the HLW repository.

Traditionally, the use of technical positions and regulatory
guides has been intended to provide guidance to licensees
and license applicants concerning what information the
staff will require for review of the license application,
what standards will be employed in - the staff review of a
license application, and those methods that the staff finds
acceptable for implementing the general criteria found in
the NRC regulations. As such, this guidance makes the
licensing process more efficient. However, the existence of
formal NRC guidance does not preclude a licensee or
license applicant from utilizing a method different from that
contained In the guidance document to demonstrate
compliance with the regulations. It also does not preclude
other parties in the hearing from challenging the way that
the guidance documents interpret the regulations, or
otherwise demonstrating that the methods approved in the
guidance documents are inadequate. Therefore, it may be
advisable to close selected key issues out through
rulemaking, rather than through the use of staff technical
positions.

C. Rulemaking

In order to resolve selected major issues more formally
prior to the licensing hearing, the Staff plans to use
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rulemaking where appropriate.. Unlike staff technical
positions, the regulatory approach set forth in the
Commission's rules generally cannot be challenged in a
licensing proceeding. Therefore, rulemaking can provide
more certainty in the early resolution of technical Issues.
However, rulemaking is more resource-intensive than the
development of staff guidance, and requires longer
lead-times for resolution. Issues closed in this manner
must be mature, and important enough to make the
investment of time and resources worthwhile. The staff is
in the process of identifying, on a systematic and
continuing basis, issues that are appropriate for resolution
through rulemaking. Although some concern has been
expressed by the Licensing Panel over the time required
for rulemaking, past practice demonstrates that disciplined
rulemaking efforts can be completed in a timely manner.

Possibilities for rulemaking include the methodology for
demonstrating compliance with the EPA standasrd, and
waste package compliance. For example, the Commission's
regulations in 10 CFR Part 60 now establish design
requirements for the HLVI waste package. A rulemaking to
establish more specific criteria on the methodology for
enmn1.inee teth. the uate a cheb.. 3 ,nts C.s' 'd t
only contribute to a more efficient hearing process, but
would also allow DOE to proceed with more certainty in the
design of the waste package.

D. Partial Initial Decision

It is also possible to use the mechanism of partial initial
decisions by the Licensing Board for the early and
systematic closure of issues. Partial Initial Decisions are
typically used by the Boards to reach a decision on
discrete issues in the hearing after the complete license
application is filed. UIse of a Partial Initial Decision after
the complete application is filed would achieve efficiencies
in the hearing process. In the promulgation of the final
rulemaking on the technical criteria in 10 CFR Part 60, the
Commission recognized the desirability of Partial Initial
Decisions when it stated that the identification of
anticipated and unanticipated processes and events under
10 CFR Part 60 will have such a pervasive effect on the
design basis for the repository that--

.. rulings made in the course of construction
authorization hearings on the scope of anticipated and
unanticipated processes and events be separately
identified by the presiding officer and certified to the
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Commission for interlocutory review... 48 Fed. Reg.
28195, 28200, June 21, 1983.

Partial Tnitial, Decisions could also be used to close out
selected issues in advance of the full license application
being submitted by DOE. Used in this manner, selected
issues could be eliminated from the hearing before the
three year decision period begins. However, use of
Partial Initial Decisions in this manner would require the
early filing of a portion of the license application, selection
of parties, filing of contentions on the particular issue
involved, and discovery on those contentions. Therefore,
the issue to be decided would need to be mature enough
for consideration, with site characterization having
provided sufficient information on the Issue. In addition,
if the Issue was dependent on other repository licensing
issues that could only be addressed after the full
application was submitted, then the issue could not be
resolved without taking these interdependencies into
account. This approach would require a revision to
Commission regulations to provide for early convening of
the licensing board and to establish criteria for what types
of issues could be considered.

However, use of the Partial Tnitial Decision before DOE
submits its completed license application could have
adverse consequences. For this first-of-a-kind facility,
with its technical complexity and uncertainty, it would be
advisable for the Commission to adopt a conservative
approach to the review of the license application, and to
defer any adjudication of issues until a complete license
application is submitted. This would allow each issue to be
reviewed in the context of the total information submitted
In the license application, and for the staff and the
licensing board to be fully aware of the interrelationships
among the various segments of the license application and
the extent of the gaps and uncertainty in the total
information submitted. Tn addition, because of the high
visibility of the lILW program, the submittal of the license
application in increments could place a distorted focus on
the first issues brought to hearing, causing more NRC,
DOE, and intervenor resources to be expended than
ordinarily would have been devoted to those issues. It is
also possible that the hearing on the incremental issues
would proceed slowly, leading to later coordination
problems when the full application was submitted. Early
filing would also cause the ex parte rules to apply to any
portions of the application tiat were in adjudication. This
would constrain the Commission from having the benefit of
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viewing these Issues in the context of its periodic
comprehensive review of pre-licensing Issues.

Based on the current DOE Project Decision Schedule, the
use of Partial Initial Decisions before the complete license
application is submitted may be inpractical in light of the
time remaining before the DOE license application is filed.
Assuming that some amount of site characterization is
necessary to gather sufficient information on the particular
issue to be closed, there will not be much time before the
full DOOF license application is due in 1991. Therefore, it
may not be feasible, and could be counterproductive, to
initiate a Partial Initial Decision process during this time
period. Finally, other alternatives such as rulemaking may
provide a satisfactory method for resolving certain issues.

Although the Appeal Panel agrees that the use of Partial
Initial Decisions before DOE submits its completed
application would be risky, the Licensing Panel believes
that an early and segmented DOE license application is
desirable so that issues can be heard as documentation is
completed. The Licensing Panel cited waste package
compliance, and ETS issues as examples of where a
acg C&&L, Anl apW.iAcor^-'A coU be D Uad.

E. rVultiple Licensing Boards

A new approach suggested by the Licensing Panel is the
creation of a "Managing Board" to coordinate multiple
licensing boards. The Appeal Panel also endorses the use
of multiple licensing boards. Each board would decide
different issues and the "Managing Board" would have
primary responsibility for: (1) issuing the final Initial
Decision; and (2) management responsibility for the entire
case. Multiple boards have been used successfully in
reactor licensing, and the addition of the Managing Board
concept would complement the use of Partial Initial
Decisions in the HfIW proceeding. However, as noted in
the discussion of Partial Tritial Decisions, the effective use
of Partial Initial Decisions and multiple boards will be
dependent on the extent to which It is feasible to segment
the IHLV? licensing Issues. The Commission should establish
the multiple board framework by specifically addressing
this Issue in its order establishing the HLW proceeding.

As part of the hearing management process, the Managing
Board could develop a number of pre-trial management
orders that could make the hearing process more.efficient.
Pre-trial orders could be issued on such subjects as
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defining and redefining issues in detail and certifying them
as ready for hearing, establishing lead counsel and liaison
counsel, and procedures for obtaining stipulations on
various issues. Such orders are within the authority of the
presiding officer under 10 CFR 2 .718. However, such
orders must be consistent vith the other specific
requirements in the Rules of Practice, including for
example, the anticipated rules governing the use of the
Licensing Support System for discovery purposes.

F. Stipulations

10 CFR 2.753 permits stipulations as to facts in a licensing
hearing after the license application has been docketed.
Agreement of all parties to comprehensive stipulations can
avoid time-consuming evidentiary hearings on some issues
and the resulting delay and costs. The staff anticipates
that its attempts to resolve selected issues during the
pre-licensing phase, and to develop consensus among the
interested parties on these issuer, can profitably be used
to reach agreement on stipulations which will reduce delay
in the licensing proceeding.

C-. Ear!y, !dnt44ic.^n of P.ternial rckty Frubiutns

Tn an April 15, 1986 appearance before the Commission,
and in a follow-up letter to Chairman Palladino of June 18,
1986, the National Association of Regulatory Utility
Commissioners (V3APUC) recommended that the Commission
explore the feasibility of "a more continuous type of
licensing process" where the NRC Staff would
"continuously follow the progress of DOE, reviewing and
signing-off as identifiable tasks are completed by the DOE
thus eliminating delays that could lead to expensive
retrofits ." The Commission's discussion with NAP=UC on
this issue focused on the identification of potential safety
deficiencies and how this could eliminate delay in the
licensing of the repository.

The staff does intend to monitor the progress of DOE after
a construction authorization is issued to ensure compliance
with Commission regulations and construction authorization
conditions, as well as to avoid future compliance problems.
In terms of ensuring that potential safety and licensing
problems are identified and addressed well before the
Commission's decision on the license to emplace waste at
the repository, 10 CFR 60.32(b) now provides for the
incorporation of provisions into the construction
authorization requiring DOE to furnish reports on any data
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about the site obtained during construction which are not
within the predicted limits upon which the facility design
was based, and on any deficiencies in design and
construction, which, if uncorrected, could adversely affect
safety at any future time.

HI. Early Approval of Surface Facilities

DOE had initially planned to obtain an LWA from the
Commission for the HLW repository. The LWA envisioned
by DOE would enable it to excavate additional shafts,
construct the waste receiving building, and conduct some
limited underground construction. Based on subsequent
analysis by the N(PC staff, DOE abandoned this proposal.
A summary of the legal and technical analysis of the LWA
alternative is provided below for the Commission's
information.

Commission regulations In 10 CFR 50.10(c) prohibit the
commencement of construction of a production or utilization
facility until a construction permit has been issued.
Commencement of construction includes any clearing of
land, excavation or other substantial action that would
adversely affect the environment of the Mts. hutf uiad Inot.
include pre-construction monitoring activities necessary to
establish background environmental values.

The Commission's regulations in 10 CFR 60.3(b) contain
similar restrictions in regard to a HJ.W repository.
However, unlike the regulatory framework for the HLW
repository, Section 50.10(e) of the Commission's
regulations authorizes the granting of a LWA to permit
certain site preparation activities to occur before a
construction permit is granted. Provision of an LWA is
currently limited to utilization facilities, and does not
extend to any other type of Commission license. Section
50.10(e)(1) authorizes the issuance of what is commonly
referred to as an "LVIA-1" for site preparation activities
such as the construction of temporary access roads,
excavation for facility structures, the construction of
service facilities such as sewage treatment plants, and the
construction of structures, systems and components that
wrill not eventually be involved with accident prevention or
mitigation. Section 50.10(e)(2) authorizes the issuance of
what is commonly referred to as an wLWAA-2" for the
installation of structural foundations for structures,
systems, or components which prevent or mitigate the
"ronsequences of accidents. An "LWA-1" may only be
.osued after the licensing board, In a separate hearing,
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has made all of the NEPA findings required by 10 CFR
Part 51 of the Commission's regulations for a construction
permit and has determined that there is reasonable
assurance that the proposed site is a suitable location for
the facility in question. In addition to these findings, an
"LWA-2" may be issued if the licensing board determines
that there are no unresolved safety issues related to the
additional work that is authorized.

The NWPA neither prohibits nor mandates the use of an
LWA in the Commission's repository licensing process.
However, the broad authority provided in the Atomic
Energy Act over nuclear materials would allow the
Commission to extend the LIVA concept to a licensing
proceeding to receive or possess source, special nuclear or
byproduct material at a geologic repository. The
procedures in 10 CFR Part 60 do not currently provide for
a LWA. Specifically, 10 CFR 60.3(b) prohibits DOE from
commencing construction until it obtains a construction
authorization from the Commission. In language
transferred verbatim from 10 CFR 50.10(c) "commencement
of construction" is defined in Part 60 as the clearing of
land, surface or subsurface excavation or other substantial

ctcn- that WOuAU adVerbelvy &iect the environment oz the
site.

In the development of the 10 CFR Part 60 rule, the
Commission explicitly considered the type of activities that
would be permitted prior to the Commissions's initial
licensing decision and did not provide for an LWA. Under
the Commission's Proposed General Statement of Policy,
which outlined the proposed procedures for the licensing
of geologic repositories for high-level radioactive waste,
only surface exploration combined with some test borings
would have been permitted prior to the Commission's
issuance of a construction authorization or a provisional
construction authorization. 43 Fed4.eg. 53869, November
17, 1978. After further review af this issue, the
Commission determined that exploration and in-site testing
at depth should be allowed prior to the issuance of
construction authorization. 44 Fed.Reg. 70408, December
6, 1979. In arriving at this positon, the Commission
noted that the incremental costs for these activities would
be small, in the context of overall project costs for a
repository, and implied that such increased financial
investments and institutional commitments were warranted
only because of the substantial improvement in the quality
of available data that could be expected. While the
character of DOE activities under an LWA is unclear, there
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would appear to be no cormorable benefit In terms of
improved data for licensing. As the above commentary
indicates, the Commission heretofore has not been
favorably disposed to the concept.

In addition, establishing LWA procedures may not provide
substantial time savings because of the required hearing
on site suitability and environmental issues. Traditional
LIVA criteria require the completion of the final EIS and a
hearing and favorable decision on all the NEPA findings of
10 CFR Part 51. In the licensing of a first of a kind
facility. these will be difficult issues and the hearing
process could occupy a substantial amount of time. The
Commission's ultimate approach to the implementation of its
NEPA responsibilities in HLV? licensing (see Section I.E.)
would affect this process. For example, a decision by the
Commission to adopt the DOE ErS in its entirety, although
not the approach recommended by th~e staff in SECY-S6-51,
would foreclose litigation of NEPA issues in the licensing
hearing. In this case, the traditional LWA criteria would
be superfluous. If the Commission adopted the staff
recommendation, which allows for partial adoption of the
DOE ETS, the number of issues to be addressed in the
LWA hearing would be reduced to the extent of the
Commission's adoption. Finally, the potential exists for
the work performed under an LWA to adversely affect the
satisfaction oi the performance objectives in Fu a. .} hart
60, or to necessitate costly mitigation measures.

It should also be emphasized that 10 CFE Part 60 would
now permit DOE, prior to submitting the license
application, to pursue all activities related to site
characterization and other pre-construction nonitoring and
Investigation necessary to establish background information
related to the suitability of the site. This could include
many site preparation activities such as the clearing of
land, the construction of roads and support facilities, and
the sinking of exploratory shafts, that will ultimately
prove useful in expediting the construction of the
repository.

a.

The same considerations discussed previously on the LWA
concept would also apply to the proposals that the
Commission consider surface facility construction at the
start of the licensing hearing. A favorable Partial Initial
Decision could then allow surface facility construction to
begin in advance of the final decision on construction of
the entire repository. This post-license application
alternative was recommended by the industry in testimony
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before the Subcommittee on Energy Research and
Production (Enclosure 6). As with the LWA, this
alternative would require both submission of a complete
license application for the entire repository, and revision
of the Commission's regulations to explicitly provide for
this procedure.

Htr. The Appeal Process

The Commission has not yet determined the specific
procedures for appellate review of the licensing board's
Initial Decision. The existing requirements in 10 CFR Part
2 only specify that the decision of the presiding officer
shall not be immediately effective. 10 CFR § 2.764.
Because this is not a 10 CFR Part 50 proceeding, the
licensing board decision could not be appealed to an appeal
board under the existing regulations, unless specifically
directed by the Commission. 10 CFR f2.785. Therefore,
the issues of how much appellate review is required or
desirable, and who will do it, still remain to be
determined.

One option for appellate review is to not Involve an appeal
board in the review process. and nrnvitri fnr ';sent re-le-
of all appeal issues by the Commission. The
non-involvement of the appeal board Is the situation that
exists under current rules, and will remain as the status
quo, unless the Commission specifically directs an appeal
board to hear and decide any appeals from the licensing
board decision on the IIV1 repository. Providing for appeal
board involvement obviously adds more time to the
licensing process. However, use of the appeal board would
provide a careful, detailed review of the hearing record.
This would facilitate Commission review and should also
serve to reduce the litigative risk of the Commission's
ultimate licensing decision being overturned on judicial
review. The additional time devoted to appeal board review
could be mitigated by allowing the licensing board's Initial
Decision to become immediately effective.

As noted above, 10 CFP. §2.764 specifies that the decision
of the presiding officer will not be immediately effective.
The Commission could revise this policy to provide for
immediate effectiveness of the licensing board decision.
This would permit compliance with the three year statutory
timetable while allowing appellate review; to proceed at a
more deliberate speed. In this regard, requests for a
stay of the licensing board's decision should go only to the
Commission and not both to the Commission and an appeal
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board. This approach has the advantage of removing the
time period necessary for appellate review from the three
year statutory license review period. This would increase
the possibility that the Commission would meet the
statutory requirement, and would also allow careful review
of the licensing board decision before the Commission's
final review. However, it also entails revision of a
long-standing Commission policy that is based on the
desirability of having the Commission itself examine the
construction authorization decision on its merits before
allowing DOE to proceed with construction. However, as
with the use of the immediate effectiveness rule in reactor
licensing, it will be possible for parties to request a stay
of the initial decision. If the Commission decides to adopt
this approach, the staff anticipates that a process similar
to that recommended in SECY-86-296 concerning the
Commission's immediate effectiveness procedures, would be
used to implement this approach.

The Commission could opt to omit formal partial initial
decisions and appeals entirely by receiving only "findings"
from the licensing board and reserving the issuance of the
final decision to itself. This would eliminate the formal
appeal stage entirely, but would require close monitoring
of the licensing proceeding by Commission representatives.
This approach would be a new and untested method for the
Commission. As such, there would be considerable
uncertainty as to the effectiveness of this approach. It
would also necessitate detailed review of the entire
licensing board record by the Commission, requiring
substantially more resources and time than would normally
be expended by the Commission.

The Commission's regulations now prohibit interlocutory
appeals from licensing board decisions. 10 CFR 2.730(f).
There would be a benefit in suspending this prohibition
for the 1ILW proceeding for certain categories of issues.
Requiring parties to appeal the admission or rejection of
contentions, as well as summary disposition rulings, at the
time those decisions are made, rather than at the
conclusion of the proceeding, would have obvious benefits.
The litigation of improper issues would be minimized, and
issues wrongly excluded would be identified and remedied
before the hearing is closed and licensing action Is taken.
It would also keep the appellate p-oeiss mnre in step with
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the evidentiary hearings. As noted previously in the
discussion on Partial Initial Decisions, the Commission, in
the Supplementary Information to the rulemaking on the
final technical criteria in 10 CFR Part 60, did contemplate
that licensing board decisions on the identification of
anticipated and unanticipated processes and events would
be certified to the Commission for interlocutory review.
However, unless the Commission is prepared to review the
many anticipated interlocutory appeals on such issues as
the admission of contentions, providing for appeal board
review of the licensing board decision would be a
necessary complement to the suspension of interlocutory
review.

Conclusions: Based on suggestions from various sources knowledgeable
in the hearing process, the Staff has identified and
evaluated several approaches for streamlining the HLW
licensing process. After evaluating these approaches from
the perspective of which approaches offer the most
potential for ensuring that the statutory review schedule is
met in a cost-efficient manner, the staff has concluded
that the development of the Licensing Support System,
adoption of Option 2 in SECY-86-51 for implementation of
the Commission's NIEPA responsibilities, and the resolution
of issues through rulemaking are the approaches that the
Commission should pursue in the pre-license application
phase. Accordingly, the staff has recommended that the
Commission approve the recommendation in SECY-86-308 on
the use of negotiated rulemaking to implement the use of
the Licensing Support System, and the recommendation in
SECY-86-51 on the implementation of the Commission's
NEPA responsibilities. In terms of using rulemaking to
resolve selected issues, the staff is currently in the
process of identifying those issues which are appropriate
for resolution through rulemaking. The Commission will be
informed of any issues considered suitable for resolution in
this manner. -

For the post-Iicense application phase, the Commission
could endorse the concept of the use of Partial Initial
Decisions, final adoption of the proposed rule on
regulatory reform, and multiple hearing boards. In
order to facilitate the soundest decision-making
process, the Commission could provide
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for appeal board review. However, to allow for both appeal
board review and meeting the statutory timetable, the
Commission should revise the regulations to provide for
immediate effectiveness of the licensing board decision.

The staff does not believe that the use of Partial Initial
Decisions before the complete license application is filed,
generic adoption of the Federal Rules of Evidence, or the
Initiation of LIVA procedures, are satisfactory approaches
for streamlining the licensing process.

The staff is aware that it is possible to place the emphasis
on other combinations of approaches than those
recommended by the staff. For example, among the
suggestions made by Judge Cotter of the Licensing Board
Panel. is that the Commission establish a two-part HLUT
Task Force to manage the HLW licensing process (page 3,
Cotter Memorandum, Enclosure 7). One segment of the
Task Force would manage all pre-application issues, and
.6._ C ct%. ... ___-AwIz_ _.__seGI'_.. her skyax;wc na_.-.t5 -VM-ald bmasceac
segment would hold bi-weehly meetings, and the head of
each segment would report monthly to a "lead"
Commissioner, as well as meeting with Mlr. Pusche and
DOE.

The staff is sympathetic to Judge Cotter's objectives of
keeping the Licensing Panel informed, and ensuring the
coordination of activities among all affected elements of the
HLWV program. However, the staff befleves that these
objectives could be achieved without the creation of a new
bureaucracy, with the attendant problems of duplication of
resourees, overlapping responsibilities, and potential
conafiets. In addition, an approach which promotes and
forcualizes the role of the Licensing Panel in pre-application
issues, especially where interaction with DOE is involved,
carries a substantial risk of tainting the credibility and
neutrality of the licensing board(s) that vill ultimately
adjudicate the RLIV licensing issues. Finally, the staff has
already established an ongoing dialogue with DOE, and
regularly briefs the Commission on the overall HLW
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program. Tn order to keep the Licensing Panel informed,
as well as to solicit its input, the staff will periodically
brief the Licensing Panel on all issues which may affect
the hearing process.

William C. Parler
General Counsel

xecutive Direor for Operations
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TIMELINE OF LEVEL III SCHEDULE FOR 4RC RULEMAKING ACTIVITIES ENCLOSURE 6
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Enclosure 7

LIST OF ISSUED RULEMAKINGS AND TECHNICAL POSITIONS
APPLICABLE TO THE YUCCA MOUNTAIN SITE

Rulemaking Titles

1. Licensing Procedures for High-Level Waste (HLW)
in Geologic Repositories

2. Technical Criteria for HLW in Geologic Repositories

3. Disposal of HLW within the Unsaturated Zone

4. Site Characterization and State/Tribal Participation

Technical Position Titles

1. Issue-Oriented Site Technical Position (ISTP)
for Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigation
(NNWSI) (Draft)

2. Documentation of Computer Codes, NUREG-0856
48FR31761

3. Determination of Radionuclide Solubility in
.Groundwater for Assessment of High-Level Radionuclide
Waste Isolation (Final)

4. Waste Package Reliability Analysis (Final)

5. In-Situ Testing during Site Characterization (Final)

6. Design Information Needs in Site Characterization

7. Borehole and Shaft Seals (Final)

8. Determination of Radionuclide Sorption for HLW
Repositories (Final)

9. Qualification of Existing Data for HLW Repositories
(Final) (NUREG-1298 dated February 1988)

Issue Date

February 1981

June 1983

July 1985

July 1986

September 1984

June 1983

November 1984

December 1985

December 1985

December 1985

February 1986

January 1987

June 1987
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1O.Peer Review for HLW Repositories (Final)
(NUREG-1297 dated February 1988)

11.Items and Activities in the High-Level Waste
Geologic Repository Program Subject to Quality
Assurance Requirements (Final) (NUREG-1318)

12.Licensing Assessment Methodology for HLW Geologic
Repositories (Draft)

13.Interpretation and Identification of the Disturbed
Zone (Draft)

14.Groundwater Travel Time (Draft)

15.Guidance for Determination of Anticipated Processes
and Events and Unanticipated Processes and Events
(Draft)

June 1987

April 1988

July 1984

July 1986

July 1986

February 1988

Regulatbry Guide Title

1. Standard Format.and Content of Site Characterization
lalls fci liyl Lcvci Wabse Geolcgic Repositories
(Regulatory Guide 4.17) (Revision 1)

March 1987
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Enclosure 8

LIST OF ONGOING AND PLANNED POTENTIAL RULEMAKINGS, TECHNICAL POSITIONS,
AND REGULATORY GUIDES

Rulemakings to Reduce Regulatory Uncertainties

1. Conform Part 60 to U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) High-Level
Waste (HLW) Standard (ongoing) 1

2. Methodology for Proving Compliance with EPA HLW Standards

3. Further Amplification of the Meaning of the Phrase "Anticipated Processes
and Events and Unanticipated Processes and Events" used in 10 CFR Part 60

4. Further Amplification of the Meaning of the Phrase the "Disturbed Zone"
used in 10 CFR Part 60

5. Further Amplification of the Meaning of the Phrase "Substantially Complete
Containment" used in 10 CFR Part 60

6. Further Amplification of the Meaninq of the Phrase "Pre-waet.P FmpahCmnant
uroundwater Travel Time" used in 10 CFR Part 60

7. Establishment of "Criteria for Containment of Greater-than-Class-C"
Low-level Waste When It Is Disposed of in a Deep Geologic Repository

8. Definition of "Design Basis Accident Dose Limit" for Repository
Operations

9. Establishment of Emergency Planning Criteria under Subpart I of 10 CFR
Part 60

Rulemakings to Reduce Institutional Uncertainties

10. Review of the Commission's Findings under Its 1984 Waste Confidence
Decision (high potential for not requiring a rulemaking)

11. Implementation of Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) Provisions Requiring
NRC to Adopt DOE's Environmental Impact Statement (ongoing)

12. Licensing Support System (ongoing negotiated rulemaking)
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13. Revisions to Content of License Application and Threshold for
Acceptance of the License Application

Technical Positions to Guide DOE's Resolution of Technical Uncertainties

1. Post-closure Seals in an Unsaturated Medium

2. Extrapolation of Short-term Data to Long-term Results

3. Waste Retrievability

4. Retrieval Demonstration during Site Characterization

5. Repository Design

6. Scope for Waste Package-Engineered Barrier Testing

7. Waste Package Reliability Analysis

8. Radionuclide Transport

9. Chemical Interactions in Fractured Unsaturated Rock

10. Pre-closure Earthquake Hazard Evaluation Methods

11. Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis

12. Volcanic Hazard Analysis

13. Tectonic Models under 10 CFR Part 60

14. Natural Resource Assessment Methods

15. Geologic Mapping of Shafts and Drifts

16. Geomorphic Analysis

17. Scenario Identification and Screening

18. Verification and Validation of Performance Assessment Models

19. Data and Parameter Uncertainty
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20. Formal Use of Expert Judgment

21. Applicable Surface Design Regulatory Guides

22. Applicable Subsurface Design Regulatory Guides

Regulatory Guide to Reduce Regulatory Unce-rtainty

1. Format and Content of License Application


